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Abstract: This is the second part of a three-part paper. It extends to the free walking results of a
previous work on postural equilibrium of a lower limb exoskeleton for rehabilitation exercises. A
classical approach has been adopted to design gait (zero moment point (ZMP), linearized inverted
pendulum theory, inverse kinematics obtained through the pseudo-inverse of Jacobian matrices).
While several ideas exploited here can be found in other papers of the literature, e.g., whole-body
coordination, our contribution is the simplicity of the whole control approach that originates
logically from a common root. (1) The approximation of the unilateral foot/feet-ground contacts
with non-holonomic constraints leads naturally to a modeling and control design that implements
a two-phase switching system. The approach is facilitated by Kane’s method and tools as described
in Part I. (2) The Jacobian matrix is used to transfer from the Cartesian to the joint space a greater
number of variables for redundancy than the degrees of freedom (DOF). We call it the extended
Jacobian matrix. Redundancy and the prioritization of postural tasks is approached with weighted
least squares. The singularity of the kinematics when knees are fully extended is solved very simply
by fake knee joint velocities. (3) Compliance with the contact and accommodation of the swing
foot on an uneven ground, when switching from single to double stance, and the transfer of weight
from one foot to the other in double stance are approached by exploiting force/torque expressions
returned from the constraints. (4) In the center of gravity (COG)/ZMP loop for equilibrium, an
extended estimator, based on the linearized inverted pendulum, is adopted to cope with external
force disturbances and unmodeled dynamics. Part II treats rectilinear walking, while Part III
discusses turning while walking.
Keywords: humanoid robots; rehabilitation robotics; legged robots; human-like walk; active toe
joints; preview control; postural equilibrium
1. Introduction
This paper deals with the control of a biped robotic device during walking, specifically an
exoskeleton haptic device for use in lower limb rehabilitation or an autonomous biped robot.
This research was originally motivated by the design of an exoskeleton for lower limb rehabilitation
(see [1]). However, that device was not intended for walking, but only to operate in a fixed position.
The possible exercises, designed for the early stages of rehabilitation, are preparatory to actual gait
and account for motions in the sagittal plane, as in sit-to-stand exercises, or in the frontal plane by
simulating walking, as in a step machine. The approach proposed is based on a closed loop position
control designed to maintain or recover postural equilibrium, contemporaneously offering patient
compliance through a mechanical admittance control. Admittance control offers a dynamic mapping
from force to motion, where force information from the patient is obtained from bioelectrical signals,
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e.g., electromyographic (EMG) signals, measured on proper pairs of antagonistic muscles in the
patient’s legs. Briefly, the control system is based on two hierarchical feedback loops:
• An inner one, embedding admittance control in a position loop, which closes a feedback from
exoskeleton joint positions and velocities. This is solved by the linearization of the model of the
exoskeleton and patient joined together. A two degrees of freedom approach is adopted using
H∞ multivariable robust control theory. The exoskeleton is compliant with the patient’s efforts
in the neighborhood of given joint angle reference positions, and this is according to an imposed
admittance driven by the patient’s EMG signals.
• An outer control loop, closing a feedback from measurements performed on the feet-sole center
of pressure (CoP) (i.e., zero moment point (ZMP)), corrects the joint angle reference positions in the
inner loop, in order to maintain postural equilibrium.
The resulting control of the joint angles allows a reference position to be tracked in time,
contemporaneously offering compliance with the patient, according to the assigned mechanical
admittance. Hence, the exoskeleton joints are driven by two targets, often competing at the early
stage of the rehabilitation therapy and hopefully cooperating (this is the objective of the rehabilitation
training) at the conclusion of the same therapy, i.e., forces (measured by EMG signals), which are
to be complied with, and position, which assure posture. The degree of the tracking of each of
these two targets is governed by the imposed admittance, chosen by the therapist at the different
stages of rehabilitation. A high admittance means that the exoskeleton is highly compliant with the
efforts of the patient; low admittance strongly constrains the patient and answers primarily to the
postural equilibrium requirements of the outer control loop. In both cases, the outer control loop
sustains the patient against gravity and helps the patient to maintain equilibrium during her/his
exercises, by correcting the position references, tracked in the inner control loop. Postural equilibrium
is also enhanced, when necessary, by dynamically reducing the admittance of the response, when the
boundaries of equilibrium are reached (thus inhibiting a patient’s erroneous posture).
Although being efficient for controlling exercises during the early stages of rehabilitation, this
system does not offer any solution to the problem of controlling a biped robotic device during
walking. The aim of this work is to extend those results, overcoming well-known criticalities
with a simple and efficient control during walking, while still maintaining the postural equilibrium
enhancement and compliance with the patient. However, the approach can be adopted for the control
of an autonomous biped robot, as well.
1.1. State of the Art of Bipedal Gait Control
To date, there have been a number of three-dimensional bipedal walking robots developed,
such as the Honda P2, P3 and ASIMO [2,3], Sony QRIO [4], University of Munich’s Johnnie [5],
Kawada/AIST HRP-1S [6], HUBO by Oh, Park et al. [7] and, more recently, the line of research
related to whole-body-coordination [8–10]. The approaches proposed in the literature to obtain a
dynamically-stable gait can be classified as model based or model-less. The former can be further
divided into four groups, according to whether they:
• exploit a detailed model description to maintain equilibrium [11];
• or rely on a simplified linearized inverted pendulum and zero moment point theory [12];
• track a precomputed trajectory [13];
• or are trajectory free [7].
As a separate group, the model-less approaches belong to the “neural-oscillatory control”
category [14,15].
Among the model-based approaches, those called “controls by forward dynamics” [16] exploit
a complete knowledge of robot dynamics and are implemented in the framework of a mechanical
system, which is subject to unilateral constraints. These are known as hybrid complementarity
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dynamical systems [17] and are mostly used to study gait theoretically and to improve the
understanding of the neurological aspects of human walking [18].
The practical applications, mentioned at the beginning of this section, with the exception of
QRIO, which in the literature has been described as controlled by “neural-oscillators”, all use variants
(either with precomputed trajectories or trajectory free) of the linearized inverted pendulum model
and ZMP theory.
1.2. Gait Control
The approach proposed in this paper belongs to this latter ZMP-based family, with a
precomputed trajectory. The contribution, with respect to other works of this family, is the systematic
nature with which a hybrid switching control has been proposed. It covers both phases of the single
and double stance of gait, solving a series of problems ranging from the selection of dependent and
independent joints for the control, the compliance with the swing foot and the ground, as well as
compliance with the patient, when the approach is adopted for an exoskeleton, and the singularity of
the kinematics.
In order to control gait, the following technical problems have to be solved:
1. Modeling a multi-body dynamical system switching periodically between the two phases of
gait: single and double stance. The dynamical behavior of the multi-body system driven
by joint torques and ground reaction forces/torques is given by a system of second order
non-linear differential equations, referred to as hybrid complementarity dynamical systems
(see, for example, [19] Chapter 16, Section 3). This mechanical system is subject to changing
unilateral constraints represented by the contact of the soles of the supporting foot/feet with
the ground. The resulting reactions forces/torques are important for balancing the weight and
postural control, as they define the ZMP, i.e., the CoP under the soles of the feet, which is the
primary measure and objective of postural equilibrium.
2. Implementing gait so that nominal (open loop) trajectories of the projection of the center of
gravity (COG) on the ground (and consequently, trajectories of the joint angles) satisfy, at each
instant of time, precise ZMP constraints to maintain equilibrium during a dynamic walking.
This requires a certain degree of motion anticipation.
3. Designing a switching feedback control to offer acceptable gait trajectories under uncertainty.
This means managing compliance with the swing foot when entering in double stance and for
transferring weight load.
4. Transferring reference trajectories (defined in terms of positions, velocities, constraint reaction
forces and torques) from the Cartesian space to the joint space for closed loop motion control.
This involves inverse kinematics in a highly non-linear dynamical environment, in the presence
of singularities.
The first problem (Point 1) is approached here by approximating the system in the different
phases as being subject to different non-holonomic constraints. Kane’s method [20] and tools,
as described in Part I, are employed for all relevant mathematics. This helps to select independent
and dependent joint variables for the control, to obtain both lower order kinematics and dynamics
and explicit expressions of force/torque reactions at the constraints. Such an assumption may be
acceptable as unilateral ground constraints do not come into play in normal conditions; however,
orthogonal and tangential forces under the feet are continuously monitored for detachment or
slipping to assure the control is consistent.
For the second problem (Point 2), nominal COG trajectories during the different phases of
the stride are based on the linearized inverted pendulum theory, interleaving a periodic behavior,
as discussed in a recent work of Choi [9], with transients computed using early works on preview
control, e.g., [13] or [21].
For the third problem (Point 3), a multivariable position feedback has been designed, switching
redundant joints, during the over-actuated double stance, to control reaction force/torques at the feet.
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The control of COG/ZMP, critical for equilibrium, has been approached improving an idea
of Choi with the aim to cope with model uncertainty, by introducing an extended estimator and
state feedback.
For the fourth problem (Point 4), techniques based on the Jacobian matrix are adopted to
perform the inverse kinematics, by constraining the trajectory of points and attitudes of bodies
of the multi-chain on the Cartesian space in number greater than the DOF of the mode. This is
done specifically by adding knee references. Redundancy in the constraints to overcome Jacobian
singularity problems and modeling approximations, which is common in the literature (see [22]),
can exploit in the gait fake knee joint velocities.
The biped robot and its mechanical model are described in Part I. Part II, which approaches
rectilinear walking, is organized as follows: In Section 2, the general scheme of equilibrium and
postural control is presented; Section 3 approaches the force control for compliance of the swing foot
and load transfer; simulation of an autonomous walk of the model of an exoskeleton, which is being
developed, is presented in Section 4, and 5 concludes the paper, with considerations of the patient’s
interactions and open issues. The extension to walking while turning is discussed in Part III.
2. Controlling Gait
In Part I, the model of the biped device and a stride in the gait, with their phases and major
events, was described. Refer to that part for the definition of the variables and the DOF involved in
the control implemented here.
2.1. Equilibrium, Posture and Preview Signals
The approach to offer equilibrium during gait to a biped by the linearized inverted pendulum
theory is well known, as well as the use of Jacobians to perform inverse kinematics.
An example of controlling the behavior of COG and ZMP embedded in a postural motion
is given in [9]. Approaches of whole-body coordination solve equilibrium and postural tasks
hierarchically [8,10].
Here, the linearized inverted pendulum theory and the use of Jacobians to perform
inverse kinematics are exploited to control in closed loop the whole set of Cartesian variables
(i.e., COG/ZMP, trunk attitude, swing foot coordinates, feet angles around y), which are necessary
to uniquely determine equilibrium and posture during gait. Knee joints have been added for
redundancy, using fake references, and weighted least squares are adopted for prioritization.
Note that this approach results in the design of a multivariable (switching) control, where
position feedback of the independent joints is identical during both phases of the gait, while a force
feedback substitutes the position control of the swing foot at the transition from single stance. It offers
compliance for adaptation to an uneven ground at contact and subsequently for load transfer from
the supporting foot to the other in double stance.
A detailed analysis of the reference signals (position and velocity) of the Cartesian variables
involved in the equilibrium and postural tasks is given below. The figures refer to the example
to be presented in Section 4. The generation of these reference trajectories is done by a
preview-reference-generation module. These signals are as simple as possible, based on a few
parameters, as they are synthesized in real time and, in the case of an exoskeleton, morphed
adaptively from nominal trajectories, so as to be synchronous with the time events of the stride and
consistent with the length of the step of the patient.
COGxy: The vectors of the reference trajectories (position and velocity) COGxypreview,
CO˙Gxyre f of the x and y Cartesian coordinates of the COG have to anticipate the ZMP
motion, to maintain equilibrium during gait. They are generated linking together transient
behaviors using linear quadratic (LQ) optimal control with a short look-ahead horizon.
For discrete time, over a short horizon, the solution can be given in a closed form to be
computed in real time (see [13]), with a periodic behavior, synthesized from a set of a few
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parameters, as shown in [9]. The parameters are the following: Tstep is the time period
of one step (2Tstep is the stride period); td, the duration of the double stance; A is half the
distance between the two feet in the frontal plane; and step is the length of advancement during one step.
Figure 1 shows the preview signals of a few strides. They are generated by linking two transients
from/to the center of balance and still position to a periodic behavior. The parameters of the stride
are: Tstep = 0.9 s, td = 0.18 s, A = 0.17 m and step = 0.5 m.
Figure 1. (Left) Sagittal plane preview COGxpreview (dashed blue) and ZMPxpreview (red); (right) frontal
plane preview COGypreview (dashed blue) and ZMPypreview (red).
COGz: COGzre f represents the desired position of the z (vertical) coordinate of the COG;
for simplicity, a constant value can be chosen: COGzre f = cz according to the classical six determinants
theory [23]; or an inverted pendulum walk can be imposed following more recent research results
based on human energy consumption [24–26]. A constant value is assumed in the next example.
θhat: The two-dimensional vector θhatre f indicates the desired average attitude of the trunk
around the x and y axes (around the z axis, it has already been imposed by a non-holonomic constraint
of rectilinear walking), assuming zero the angular velocities: θxhat re f = 0, θyhat re f = θ0 (the trunk
slightly leaning forward).
θy f eet : The angle with respect to the y axis θy f eet re f of both feet is assigned. It is based on three
parameters: the interval of time t1o f f between the events of Heel1 o f f and Heel2 strike (see Figure 3 in
[27]) and the maximum and minimum values θmax and θmin; its trajectory is built by linking segments
of the half period of cosine functions on an interval of t1o f f + Tstep + td. In the example of Figure 2,
the parameters assume the values of 0.18 s, +25◦ and −10◦.
Figure 2. θy f eetre f (left), θ˙y f eetre f (right): behavior of the angles and the speeds of the feet (red = left foot;
blue = right foot), with superimposed stance phase (black).
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Swing foot : The three-dimensional vector xswingFootre f and its velocity indicate the reference
trajectories, for x, y and z of the lowest point of the sole of the swing foot f oot2, which moves from
toe2 to heel2 during the single stance period. These trajectories are synthesized in real time adopting
simple functions (as before, linking segments of the half period of cosine functions) based on three
parameters: step, the single stance period (i.e., Tstep− td) and the maximum height reached by the
swing foot hz.
Figure 3 shows the progression of the swing foot on x and z; y is maintained constant.
Figure 3. (Left) xswingFootre f , x˙swingFootre f , progression along x of the swing foot; (right) zswingFootre f ,
z˙swingFootre f , raising the swing foot.
2.2. The Jacobian Matrices
The Jacobian matrices of the velocities of the previous variable with respect to the independent
joint velocities are indicated as:
JCOGxys , JCOGxyd , JCOGzs , JCOGzd , which refer to the two horizontal coordinates (x, y) and the
vertical coordinate (z) of the COG;
Jhats , Jhatd to the attitude of the trunk, around the x and y axes;
Jθy f eets
, Jθy f eetd
to the rotation around y of the feet in single and double stance (for Foot 1 it is a
row of zeros with a one in the column corresponding to θy f oot1 );
JswingFoots to the three Cartesian coordinates of the swinging foot in single stance only.
All of the above Jacobians can be computed in real time from the joint angle measurements,
from the assumed kinematics and weight distribution. In Kane’s method, these Jacobian expressions
are explicitly given by the vectors of partial velocities in a particularly efficient form.
Define the two square matrices (10× 10 and 7× 7, respectively) Js and Jd, built from the above
defined Jacobians for the single and double stance:
Js =

JCOGxys
JCOGzs
Jhats
Jθy f eets
JswingFoots
 , Jd =

JCOGxyd
JCOGzd
Jhatd
Jθy f eetd
 (1)
These matrices link velocities in the Cartesian space, where the trajectories are defined, to the
(independent) joint space, by the following expression:
V s ∼= Js · θ˙s,Vd ∼= Jd · θ˙d (2)
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where V s, Vd are the Cartesian reference or preview velocities, given by the following expressions in
single and double stance, respectively:
V s = [ ˙COG
T
xypreview ,
˙COGzre f , θ˙
T
hatre f , θ˙
T
y f eetre f
, x˙TswingFootre f ]
T
Vd = [ ˙COG
T
xypreview ,
˙COGzre f , θ˙
T
hatre f , θ˙
T
y f eetre f
]T
(3)
and θ˙s, θ˙d are the vectors of independent motion variables, as defined in (17) and (20) of the first
part of this paper. The above Jacobian matrices become singular during gait, in particular when the
legs are fully extended and the knee angles reach their maximum value. Hence, they cannot be used
directly to control the Cartesian variables.
The Extended Jacobian
In order to overcome the singularities of the Jacobian, the set of imposed references is extended
by adding to the vector of Cartesian velocities (on the left-hand side of the above expressions
Equation (2) the velocities of the knee joint angles of the right and left legs θ˙knee1 , θ˙knee2 , and by
properly assigning reference values as if they were given. It is to be noted that knee joint angles
are independent joint variables, which are to be controlled, and are also present on the right-hand
side. Hence, the following equations hold:
λ
[
θ˙knee1re f
θ˙knee2re f
]
= λ · Isθ˙s,λ
[
θ˙knee1re f
θ˙knee2re f
]
= λ · Idθ˙d (4)
where Is and Id are two row matrices of all zeroes with only two elements equal to one in the
appropriate column positions corresponding to the knee angles velocities in the vectors of the
independent joint motion variables θ˙, and λ is a suitable weighting factor. Note that θ˙knee1 or θ˙knee2 ,
or both, can be added to the constraints, according to the specific control needs. The above defined
Jacobian matrices Equation (1) are in this way extended to include the additional constraints, as in
the following expressions:
Jexts =

JCOGxys
JCOGzs
Jhats
Jθy f eets
JswingFoots
λ · Is

, Jextd =

JCOGxyd
JCOGzd
Jhatd
Jθy f eetd
λ · Id
 (5)
and are called here extended Jacobians. This is similar to Jaux and the handling of joint angle constraints
in [22], with the advantage, in the gait, that the nominal periodical joint speeds of the knees that
act as fake references can be exploited. This prevents singularities, and the inverse relationship
from Cartesian space to joint space can now be computed (approximately) for any joint condition,
by resorting to the pseudo-inverse solution, through least squares. Specifically, by adopting weighted
least squares, it is possible to reduce the role of the (only approximately known) constraints on the
knee joint angles, by renegotiating, for example, the tracking error of the desired COGz coordinate
or during the single stance, the swing foot coordinates. The extended Jacobian thus answers several
interesting issues:
• It copes with the occasional singularity of the standard Jacobian matrices, which occurs when the
knees are fully stretched during gait.
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• It copes with possible kinematical inconsistencies between knee angles, the vertical coordinate of
the COG and swinging foot coordinates arising in the real-time synthesis. These inconsistencies
are due to approximate modeling and simplified reference functions.
• It allows the patient’s walking style to be embedded in the control of the exoskeleton by explicitly
assigning the trajectories of the knee joint velocities, when interacting with the patient through
compliance.
The approach adopted in this work is to set the reference trajectories of the knee joint velocities,
synchronized to gait, with nominal arbitrary values found in a text book (see [28,29]; Figure 4),
and assign them a small weighting factor (e.g., between 0.2 and 0.5, when the weighting factor is one
for the other variables). This is done to attribute a minor role in the control strategy to knee tracking.
Note that the factor λ weighting only the knee angles in Equation (4) can be substituted by a vector
to properly weight the contribution of all various imposed references. Moreover, when some of the
joints are not motorized, but fully controlled by the patient, the extended Jacobian may incorporate
the measurements of these joint angles, beyond the knee angles, so increasing redundancy. This may
be helpful to cope with modeling approximations.
Figure 4. (Left) θknee1re f (red) and θknee2re f (blue dashed), references of the knee angles from [28,29];
(right) the corresponding velocities.
2.3. Closing the Loop
The feedback control is composed of two hierarchical loops: the internal one closed on the joint
measures, the external one for gait, posture and equilibrium on the Cartesian space. The complete
control scheme is depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The complete control scheme of equilibrium and posture.
The internal loop, when the approach is used in an exoskeleton, receives along with input from
equilibrium and postural tasks also the electromyographic signals for compliance with the patient. In
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this case, when the patient’s involuntary action brings the ZMP to the boundaries of the equilibrium
region, an inhibitor block lowers the admittance gain to stop this action (see [1]).
The measures to close the external loop are joint angles, loads cells under the feet (CoP measures),
inertial sensors on the trunk and on the feet for attitude and ultrasound sensors for the vertical
position of the swing foot. The variables needed for the feedback are obtained by estimators fusing
joint angles, through the kinematics of the system, with the other measures. Special attention is
devoted to the critical COG/ZMP estimation and feedback gains to cope, especially, with modeling
approximations. In this paper, an extended estimator based on a linearized inverted pendulum model
is used. The content is outlined in Appendix A.
With these estimates, adopting an evolution of Choi’s approach to close the COG/ZMP loop
and a simple PD scheme for the other variables, the following feedback is proposed, for single and
double stance:
θ˙re fi = J
†
exti · (V i + Ei), i = s, d (6)
wherein:
• J†exti is the pseudoinverse of the extended Jacobian matrix Jexti , as described in Section 2.2;• V i is the vector of the preview velocities and acts as feed-forward;
• Es is a vector containing the feedback tracking errors, computed as the difference between the
preview/reference and the estimates of the corresponding Cartesian variables.
Specifically, in single stance, the following expression holds:
Es =

KCOG · eCOG + KCO˙G · eCO˙G − KZMP · eZMP
KCOGz · (COGzre f − ˆCOGz)
Khat · (θhatre f − θˆhat)
K f eety · (θy f eetre f − θˆy f eet)
K f oot · (xswingFootre f − xˆswingFoot)
Eknees

(7)
where eCOG = COGxypreview − ( ˆCOGxy + δˆxy), eCO˙G = CO˙Gxypreview − C ˆ˙OGxy, eZMP =
ZMPxypreview − ( ˆZMPxy + δˆxy), and δˆxy is the estimate of the displacement of the theoretical
ˆZMP, resulting from the inverted pendulum model from the measured CoP, due to modeling
approximations and internal or external force disturbances. The error Eknees, related to the knees,
is discussed in the next section.
Similar expressions apply to the case of double stance, returning θ˙re fd , where in the vectors
Ed, and Vd, position errors and feedforward velocities relative to the swinging foot coordinates
are not present.
Choi has proven, using Lyapunov techniques, that values of KCOG and KZMP, which stabilize
a simple linearized inverted pendulum, always exist. This is correct; however, in practice, as the
simulations show, the system is always poorly damped. Here, a much more effective approach is
followed by computing a state feedback from the extended estimator of COG/ZMP described in
Appendix A.
The control strategies in the left and right modes are identical, with just the joint angles of right
and left legs being interchanged. A state machine, synchronized to gait events, switches the control
strategy from single to double left/right stance according to a unitary control scheme.
2.3.1. Knee References
Note that, using extended Jacobian matrices, the knee reference velocities are present in the
feedforward velocity vectors V s, Vd in Equation (6). However, as the knee angles are not of primary
importance and do not need to be tracked, knee tracking errors in Eknees assume a particular form.
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They are substituted by the negative of a filtered interpolation of the maximum values reached by the
knee angles during one stride cycle. This allows the maxima to be kept close to zero (note that with
the present angle convention, knee angles are always negatives, reaching, when fully stretched, their
maximum value at zero) and also acts as a deterrent, to avoid overstretching during walk, due to the
singularity. In fact, the control action is such as to avoid the maxima of the knee angles crossing a
zero reference value.
Eknees = [· · · ,−Kknees · θTkneesmax ]T (8)
where θkneesmax has components θkneesmaxi ≥ θkneesi (t), i = 1, 2.
2.3.2. Filtering or Integrating θ˙re fi , i = s, d
Two alternatives for the control have been tested: joint angles are closed in an internal joint
velocity or a position loop. In the first case, the vector θ˙re fi of Equation (6) is filtered by a low pass
filter prior to being applied as a reference to the velocity loop. In the second case, the velocity vector
is integrated to obtain the references for the position loop. In this case, it was found advantageous to
improve stability, due to unmodeled actuator dynamics, to introduce a derivative action:
θre fi = (1/s · I + Kv)θ˙re fi (9)
In the next example, as shown in Figure 5, the first alternative has been chosen.
2.3.3. Further Comments on the Extended Jacobian Matrix
The relationship that exists between COGz and θknee1 , θknee2 , and the over-dimensionality in the
extended Jacobian matrices are now discussed in more detail.
Either assigning to the COGz a constant value or imposing an inverted pendulum walk to
preserve energy, exploiting the over-dimensionality of the constraints and weighted least squares,
it is possible to adopt a reference COGzre f slightly higher than what is needed. At the same time, that
constraint is relaxed, choosing an appropriate weight for this component on the extended Jacobian.
Therefore, the result is achieved to obtain an erect posture during gait at the maximum admissible
height (the body is pulled by the feedback toward the erect posture), leaving a certain freedom of the
COGz to accommodate uncertainties in walking.
It is emphasized that this solution can be extended to other independent joints (in addition to
the knees), by adding other redundant constraints and using weighted least squares to overcome
discrepancies arising from the reduced number of degrees of freedom of the model and simplified,
sometimes arbitrarily, imposed trajectories. This is expected to add robustness to the control.
3. Reaction Force Control of the Feet
In double stance, the system is over-actuated. In Expressions (21) and (22) in Part I, the joint
torques needed for position control were indicated as T pos and the redundant as Taux. The reaction
forces and torques F f ooti of (23) in Part I, obtained by resolving the non-holonomic constraints,
and given by Autolev, assume the form:[
F f oot1
F f oot2
]
=
[
G1(θd)
G2(θd)
]
· g+
[
Nl1(θd, θ˙d)
Nl2(θd, θ˙d)
]
+
[
J1(θd)
J2(θd)
]
· θ¨d +
[
M1pos M1aux
M2pos M2aux
]
·
[
T pos
Taux
]
(10)
Most of the terms present in Equation (10) are imposed by the motion, but in particular, F f oot1
and F f oot2 are linearly dependent through M1aux and M2aux on Taux, which is free.
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3.1. Balancing Weight
The 10 ground reaction forces/torques on the two feet cannot assume arbitrary values (rotation
along z has been constrained, because of the straight walk), as their sum depends on the imposed
motion, but their ratio can be controlled by the five components of Taux. Let the desired reference
values of these reactions’ forces/torques on each foot, during a double stance phase, perform the
transfer of weight from f oot1 to f oot2:
F f oot1 re f =(F f oot1 + F f oot2) · (1− α)
F f oot2 re f =(F f oot1 + F f oot2) · α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
(11)
This is achieved moving α from zero to one, and, in particular, α = 0.5 is the center balance.
The difference of the errors between references and actual values is given by:
e1 − e2 = (Ff oot1 re f − F f oot1)− (Ff oot2 re f − F f oot2) =
= (F f oot1 + F f oot2) · (1− 2α)− (F f oot1 − F f oot2)
(12)
It can be controlled by Taux, considering that F f oot1 + F f oot2 is given by the motion, but:
F f oot1 − F f oot2 ∝ (M1aux −M2aux ) · Taux (13)
and information on e1− e2 is obtained from F f oot1 and F f oot2 measured through load cells on the soles
of the feet ((e1 − e2)m).
Then, transferring the load from one foot to the other can be achieved by minimizing in real time
(e1 − e2)m controlling Taux with a gradient technique based on the following iterative scheme:
Taux(t+ ∆) = Taux(t) + (MT ·M)−1MT · k · (e1(t)− e2(t))m (14)
where M = M1aux −M2aux .
The choice of a value of the feedback gain k that offers stability was found from experiments not
to be critical. The recursion converges, and reaction forces/torques under the feet behave properly,
tracking the desired reference. This will be particularly evident in the case study presented in the
next section, where a linear transition of the transfer of weight has been imposed.
3.2. Adapting the Swing Foot on Uneven Ground at the End of a Single Stance
Taux and the second equation of Equation (10) are, also, exploited to offer compliance with the
collision of the swing foot at the end of a single stance phase and to adapt the foot to uneven soil,
before initiating the transfer of weight. The idea is the following:
• the switching of the control from single to double stance is anticipated with respect to the event
Heel2 strike of an interval of time compatible with the time response of the joint actuators.
• The small adjustments of the swing foot in the instants just before and after the contact, during the
adaptation, are ignored by the postural control, which treats them as disturbances.
• A virtual force/torque is imagined as being applied to the swing foot (still flying) with a desired
spring admittance (Fm = k · x+ β · x˙) attracting the foot toward the real future contact position
and soil attitude that have just been measured. They may have slightly different values than
those of the reference trajectory planned in advance.
• The reaction force control for F f oot2 is activated, acting on Taux with a scheme similar to
Equation (14), driven by the virtual force/torque before the contact, and then, after the contact by
the real ones, with the objective to home to the contact point and adapting the foot to the ground
by bringing reaction forces/torques to a minimum.
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This case is a little different than simply weight transferring, because a small motion (with its
dynamics) is still involved, and convergence of the recursion (i.e., stability of the force feedback) is
more critical. For this, instead of the simple discrete integrator of Equation (14), an integrator with a
derivative action of the type of I(s) = k · (s+ z)/s has been necessary:
x(t+ ∆) = A · x(t) + B · u(t)
Taux(t) = C · x(t) + D · u(t)
u(t) = (MT2aux ·M2aux )−1MT2aux · Fm(t)
(15)
The next Figure 6 shows the particulars of the transition from the position to force control of
the swing foot before contact in the presence of a discrepancy between the planned arrival point and
the real one.
Figure 6. x, z, θ behavior of a swing foot switching from position to force control just before the contact.
Discrepancies are 0.1 m on the position and 5◦ on the angle.
How to compute and monitor the impulse generated by the impact and the discontinuity in the
values of the generalized speeds is discussed in Part I. [27].
4. The Case Study
In this example, the patient and the exoskeleton together of [1] are simulated. No independent
dynamics is assumed for the patient; however, discrepancies of the system with respect to a simple
inverted pendulum on which is based the equilibrium control are taken into account, as a disturbance,
in the extended estimator of COG/ZMP. The simulator and gait details are described in Part I.
A rectilinear gait of a few strides, starting and ending with a hold position with the center of balance,
has been simulated.
An extended Jacobian was adopted with a nominal standard trajectory for the knees taken
from [28,29] and a very small weighting factor (0.2) with respect to one for the other variables. This is
sufficient to avoid singularities, allowing the knee angles to be controlled at the extremes, leaving
the behavior of the knees to adapt to the actual situation without strictly following the nominal
trajectories. It can be seen in Figure 7, where left and right knee angle trajectories are presented.
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Figure 7. (Left) A stride of the simulation on the sagittal plane; (right) reference (dashed) and actual
(solid) knees angles during one stride (blue = left leg; red = right leg).
Physiologically, an overstretching of the knees of a few degrees is normal. It has also been
allowed in the simulation to show how the singularity was handled by this approach. However,
by increasing Kknees, it could have been easily prevented.
In the present case study, the control sampling time is 1 ms. The internal joint loop is controlled
in velocity, with a speed gain of k = 1000. The other gains are KCOG = 5,KCO˙G = 0.25,KZMP = 0.05,
K f oot = 5,Khat = 0.5,KCOGz = 10,K f eety = 5,Kknees = 1.
In Figure 8, the reference (dashed) and simulated COG and ZMP in the sagittal and frontal
planes are shown. The reference of COGz is taken as constant. The indication of the transitions
between single/double stances is superimposed.
The reaction forces and torques on the feet are presented in Figures 9 and 10. In particular, the
torques on feet around the y axis represent the control of active toes, while heel joints are passive in
this example. Interestingly, during the first part of the single stance, the torque is given by the flat
foot on the ground; in the second part, after Heel1 o f f , it needs the active contribution of the joint on
toe1. Maintaining the supporting foot flat for the entire single stance period, i.e., moving the event
Heel1 o f f to be coincident with Heel2 strike, could have avoided an active joint on the feet’s toes.
The angles of hips and ankles are in Figure 11, with torques applied to ankle, knee and hip joints
in Figure 12.
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Figure 8. Reference (dashed) and actual (solid) Center of gravity (COG, blue) and zero moment point
(ZMP, red).
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Figure 9. Vertical reaction forces on feet (dashed blue = left foot, solid red = right foot). Green vertical
lines represent stance changes.
Figure 10. Frontal and sagittal reaction forces and torques on feet (dashed blue = left foot,
solid red = right foot). Green vertical lines represent stance changes.
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Figure 11. Joint angles (dashed blue = left foot, solid red = right foot). Green vertical lines represent
stance changes.
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Figure 12. Joint torques (dashed blue = left foot, solid red = right foot). Green vertical lines represent
stance changes.
5. Conclusions
The paper proposes a switching control system for a biped device during walking that
approaches unitarily single and double stances. It is suitable for either lower limb exoskeletons or
autonomous biped robots.
Particular attention has been devoted to over-actuation in double stance, exploited here for
ground reaction force control for load transfer and switching the control from single to double stance
immediately before actual contact, to ensure compliance for the adaptation of the swing foot to
uneven soil.
By using Jacobian matrices to transfer trajectories from the Cartesian to the joint space,
the adoption of an extended Jacobian and weighted least squares offers redundancy in the assignment
of the constrains with several advantages:
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• to resolve the singularity in the inverse kinematics and allow the knees to be fully stretched,
by introducing fake knee joint trajectories;
• to accommodate kinematics inconsistency due to model and preview trajectories’
approximations;
• to take into account the actions and style of the wearer, in the case of an exoskeleton with a
partially able patient, ending up in a hybrid control system.
There is, however, one question that deserves further investigation and testing when the
approach is used for an exoskeleton. Admittance control for compliance will offer partial freedom
to the wearer, in the neighborhood of a nominal gait. However, the interaction between the present
control loop and the patient’s instinctive reactions is unclear, i.e., the effect that the physiological
human feedback loop will have on the system. This will be tested on the prototype exoskeleton that
is being developed by the authors.
This Part II is limited to rectilinear walking, extensions to walking while turning are approached
in Part III.
This research was originated from the European Patent No. EP 2.497.610.
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Appendix A. COG/ZMP Estimator and Control
The control of equilibrium is based on a linearized inverted pendulum model, while the real
biped is not. Moreover, in the case of an exoskeleton, involuntary motions of the patient affect the
COG and introduce internal or external (e.g., a crutch) forces to the system. In these conditions, the
CoP measures under the feet and the theoretical (inverted pendulum) ZMP do not assume the same
value. In order to fuse and make consistent joint measures, based on kinematics, with CoP measures,
and to adopt a simple linearized inverted pendulum model for the estimator, discrepancies have to
be accounted for. This is achieved in two steps.
• As the weight distribution is seldom well known, especially in the case of an exoskeleton, an a
priori calibration of the kinematics, with static and dynamic experiments, is suggested, adopting
the same feet sensors that will be used for the control.
• An extended estimator is introduced by adding in its simplest form one more state to the original
model, to take into account the disturbances.
With this estimator COˆGxy, C ˆ˙OGxy, ZMˆPxy, δˆxy are obtained, where δˆxy estimates the
discrepancy between ZMP and COP. The variables that must track the reference preview signals
now become COˆGxy + δˆxy and ZMˆPxy + δˆxy.
Moreover, considering that the joint actuators are driven by a speed control, together with the
estimator, a feedback can be computed using LQGor H∞ techniques. This is obtained by adding
simplified speed actuator dynamics to the inverted pendulum model.
The complete model with the resulting control for each axis is shown in Figure A1. Details of the
approach are described in [30]. Estimator and feedback gains are then adopted in the general motion
control of Equation (7).
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Figure A1. COG/ZMP estimator and control for one axis.
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